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Cortical columns.

Cortical columns.
Small cylinders, of diameter 0.1~1mm, crossing 
cortex layers, with about 103-104 neurons, from 
different types, strongly connected.
Cortical columns are involved in elementary 
sensori-motor like vision.
Cortical columns.
They are composed of neurons belonging 
to a small number of populations 
interacting together. These populations 
belong to different cortex layers.
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It is possible and useful to propose 
phenomenological models characterizing the 
mesoscopic activity of cortical columns, 
predicting the behaviour of local field potential 
generated by the electric activity of neurons and 
to relate this behavior with measures and 
clinical observations (epilepsy). 
Cortical columns.
Cortical column paradigm
Type of 
cortical 
column
Definition
Spatial 
scale
Number of 
neurons
Micro-column
Mini-column
Orientation column
Macro-column or
Hyper-column (V1)
Neural Mass
40-50 µm 200-300 µm
600 µm 
(and more)
10 mm
80-100 neurons Several mini-columns
60-100 mini-columns
10000 neurons
100XThousand neurons 
of the same type (pyr, 
stellate,…)
OI pixel
Our Column
50-100 µm
150-200 neurons
FunctionalAnatomical Physico-functional Cortical Area
Courtesy. S. Chemla. 
Mean field models.
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Neural mass model.
Voltage-based model
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neurons, a =1 ... P
Assumptions:
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Bifurcation analysis
Eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the dynamic
system when the thalamic entry varies
Some bifurcations of the system
The bifurcations can predict
neural behaviours
Grimbert, Faugeras. Neural Computation
2006



Why is it working so well ?
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
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is V-conditionally Gaussian with 
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the whole past.
Evolution is not ruled anymore by EDOs 
but by a mapping on a space of 
trajectories.
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 Existence and uniqueness
of solutions in finite time.
 Existence and uniqueness
of stationary solutions in a
specific region of the
macroscopic parameters
space.
 Constructive proof =>
Simulation algorithm.
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Are there new and measurable effects here ?
How to study DMFT equations 
and their bifurcations ?
What is synaptic weights are correlated ?

